
Interview Tape: H Claire 2000 (duplicate) 

MG: This is a further interview with Hillary Claire in London on May 19, 2000. 

Hillary just going back on your previous interview, one of the questions I 

had was could you elaborate on your state in Sophia Town when your were at Rhodean. 

It is interesting that Rhodean did this and also I was wondering, were you staying in an 

African·s house in Sophia Town then and how many days and what were the other sorts 

of things you did because I think that's quite a fomiative experience. 

HC: It was an extremely informative experience Magnus and I can't remember 

what I told you before about it. But it seems to me a most serendipitous thing 

because I badly wanted to go and they pulled out names out of the bat. And initially 

1 didn't get pulled out of the hat and then somebody fell sick and so 1 was a 

substitute. And the other people I remember being there Judy Hatton and Judy 

Stamp(?) both of them became very publicized people. 

MG: Is Judy Stamp related to Patti Stamp? 

HC: She is Judy's sister. 

MG: Patti who married Ivan Katz. 

BC: He's a Katz, but his name is not Ivan. 

MG: No he's a colleague of mine from Trent. (Magnus would it be Stephen Katz) 

HC: Be's a lovely man, much younger than her. Judy, the other Judy and 

somebody called Ano and I were the people who were selected. To my memory we 

spend a long week-end in Sopbiatown. I think we went on Friday and came back on 

Monday. Possibly it was longer, but I really can't remember exactly. We stayed in 

what seemed to be sort of cloisters, which were attached to the Christ of King. 



MG: Oh! you were at the Church of the Resurrection. 

HC: Yes, Trevor Hudson was there and what I remember is sort of cloisters and 

sort of dormitories. Not dormitories but the kind of sleeping accommodations you 

would expect with being a monk of something. We were taken over a number of 

townships. We were taken into Orlando,_Soretto ______ didn't exist in those 

days. We were taken into Primgrow; we were certainly taken all around society 

(?)(168) By a little mini bus. 

MG: Interesting. 

And how many of you were there? 

HC: There were people from other schools as well. 

And whether it had been organized from the Church of the Resurrection (is 

what I actually now think) and the var ious schools. 1 mean ours was an Anglican 

school and so it would have made sense. Now Hugh was there too, which makes ••. 

MG: He was there too, on the trip as well? 

UC: Yes, l mean we didn't know each other, but I knew who he was. 

But there were a whole number of people. We were all Public Schools also called 

Private Schools. 

MG: Hugh was a student in . .. 

UC: He was a student in St. Johns in those da)1S. 

Now whether he was there because his father was a Priest and there was some kind 

of connection, I actually don't know. What I particularly remember, I remember 

the townships because it actuaJly did kind of really blow my mind. r had never been 

in the townships before. Aod I was so struck by it, how is it that I don1 t know about 
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these things? The thing was that I bad parents who took me everywhere, all kinds 

of holidays, picnics aod god knows what we did it and one can be so ignorant with 

something which is so close, 

MG: Scary isn ' t it? 

UC: It actually is quite sca·ry. J think it was before the bus boycott 

(185/6) __________ but I'm not very sure about the timing of that. 

MG: Tt would be '56 if the bus boycott" ' 55, '54 maybe. 

HC: Yes, well maybe it was after the bus boycott, but the thing about the hus 

boycott was there were a lot of people driving out of the townships and picking up 

people. But l do remember the music and the church. 

MG: So wonderful and so spectacular isn' t it? 

BC: If anything was going to convert me to Christianity, which nothing did, but I 

have to think it is why my sister was converted. 

MG: It' s the music that will do it. 

Hillary, when you were traveling someone spoke to you about conditions a11d sort 

of - did. you have a guide, a bit of socio-politics? 

HC: We had somebody coming with us, but it was very, very low key. 

MG: So it was mostly. visual that hit hard. 

RC: Yes, it was very low key, there wasn't a lot of prosthetiziog and trying to 

change our minds and hearts sort of thing, but it worked. I think it worked because 

it was (197). ___________ • l'm thinking about the other people who 

were there, and certainly one of the other girls, 1 remember being there not taking 

any sort of Ila rt in the poli1ical _________ _ 



MG: So some people would be like going to a movie and that's it. And people like you 

would get very hard. 

HC: Well I wouldn't like to speak for the otheTs, but I know I used to talk to Judy 

Stamp about it actually quite recently because I stayed in touch with her. And she 

would say that it had an amazing affect on her, it just really made her think. 

I mean we knew we were a very privileged lot of people. We were very, very open to 

understanding, Not to the level of the white people but 

(206 _______ _ 

MG: Interesting. 

So it was a weekend and I know where you stayed and I get a good sense of that. 

I' m going to stop on my questions for a moment because I am fascinated by the 

kind of what you caJI sociometry of the whole thing. Of how many people you knew and 

knew each other through school. For instance you and Hugh must be about the same age. 

You are a bit younger? 

HC: I'm a bit younger, but I was io the same class because I was younger than my 

class. 

MG: But why would you have even known him wruJe he was at St. John's? 

BC: Because St. John's and Rhodine were public sister schools. Literally across 

the road from each other and the socializing which happened was between St. 

John's boys school. It was both institutionalized and if we had dances, St. John's 

boys would come over and visa versa. And Judy Stam p's family was the kind of the 

hub of the social scene io my class, because of Elisa. 

MG: Who was Elisa? 
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UC: Elisa was her mother she was an American. And Elisa Stamp set up a social 

scene for her daughters, which would rival the debs in London .. Judy would now 

say this about her mother; she was a bit of an up-start. She'd married 

(222) _____ she was a lovely person, but she was very much a social sort of 

organizer, wheeler dealer and she organized the most wonderful parties, on the 

American sort of lines which St. John's boys were invited to. 

MG: Lt's funny you know, this 1s just on the side, but my image of Hugh is of not ever 

going to a dance. Because I knew him in Nusas and later on etc. etc. but we were all 

young at that point too 

So let me just run through the people that you knew maybe through school. 

Not Mike Snider. 

llC: No, 1 knew Mike from the University. 

MG: Not Dennis Higgs, clearly 

HC: I knew him from the University; he's quite a bit older than me. 

MG: Not Raymond Eisenstein 

HC: Adrian, I knew because my parents and his were friends. 

MG: Oh! you kiddmg, really 

HC: Yes, this is the Jewish network. 

MG: His parents ended up in Israel too. 

So you would have remembered visiting the Lethwitchs' as a kid? 

BC: Yes, but not \'ery well I wasn't particularly dose friends, but I certainly 

Muriel I knew. My mother and Phyllis Rueben were friends. And J spent a 

lot of holidays with the Lucins. 



MG: Did you? 

HC: Yes, from about the age of eleven onwards. 

MG: Sorry you mentioned that on your previous tape. 

HC: And Jeff Lucio was a very influential person. They were a very political 

family. 

MG: He was a councilor at Johannesburg City Councilor and a Liberal. 

HC: Liberals and they were involved with running people to tbe Bus Boycott and 

that's why I knew about it. 

MG: That's right. They were good people eh! 

BC: Yes. I mean Jack disliked me and that was quite difficult. 

MG: Why? 

HC: l don't know actually. I never really worked out why he disliked me but 

that's the sense I got. But I liked going there. 

MG: But you and Muriel knew each other from the age of eleven and then you would 

have met Neville much later. 

BC: I met Neville when Muriel was married to him. 

MG: I can' t remember how old he was when Muriel married him. Early twenties I 

guess. 

Let's look at the other Johburg people. Not Roman, not Barouche clearly 

HC: I knew Barouche, because be was a lecturer. 

MG: But not socially. I' m not talking about school now 

BC: No. He was much older than me. 

MG: And certainly not Rosemarie. 



BC: Rosemarie, I knew, sbe was older than me. 

MG: Not John Harris, clearly and not John Lloyd. They would not have been in your 

circle. 

HC: Tony l knew from school. Tony was the cousin of somebody who was in my 

class. 

MG: And Tony was at St. John 's. He's not Jewish is he? 

RC: Tony was at St. John's. He's half Jewish, and his cousin Brenda Goldstein 

was a friend of mine and was in my class. It goes back even further because his 

mother and my mother were at Holloway and were frieods there and knew ea<.'h 

other io Rhodesia, which is where Brenda came from. 

MG: Okay. And then on the Cape Town people, l think we have covered them. 

Rueben, Lethwitch, Schneider would have been part of a possibly Jewish contact 

or school contact. You wouldn't have know McConky or Lynn Vanderyke. 

HC: I met Lynn Vanderyke. 

MG: Did you really, here? 

HC: I met her here and l met her once another time. 

MG: You know I interviewed her. 

BC: She's a very interesting woman. 

MG: She's a very interesting woman, yes. 

RC: She was very frightened about meeting me. She thought I was going to be 

judgmental. 

MG: Yes, she suffered a lot from what happened, she was used you know. 
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RC: I sort of think to myself about Lynn and it is all very well to be judgmental, 

but what the hell would I have done in those circumstances, it was a totally double 

bind there. 

MG: It is what every one of us says. There but for the . .. 

RC: But with a father against whatever else, what do you do? 

MG: Yes, she' s certainly an interesting interview. I liked her a lot. 

RC: I did too, actually. 

MG: I really had a lot of respect for her. She has a lady friend there now. 

HC: Yes, she's lesbian. 

MG: Is she, yes but it' s neither here nor there, it doesn' t matter. But she was very 

forthright and very honest, just terrific. But Lynn would not have been a school contact 

andMcConkey, Millie you wouldn't have know her. 

HC: No. 

MG: Stephanie Kemp, you wouldn' t have know her. 

HC: I met Stephanie in London, when she was with Alby. 

MG: She's a gorgeous woman. I mean there are pictures of her in the book that Alby 

wrote and she is stjJ] very attractive, very beautiful, yes. 

HC: She always seemed very brittle to me though. 

MG: She still is I thjnk_ I mean this is all in the side, but she is still very torn about a 

lot of things. 

BC: I mean when she smiles it looks as if her face might break of something. 

MG: Yes, she was very deeply involved with another guy called John Claire, Did you 

know him? 
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HC: I know .John Claire, because Muriel was a very dose friend with bis first 

wife. What was her name? 

MG: I don' t know, all l know is that allegedly the passion of Stephanie's life was John 

Claire. 

HC: She's crazy. He wasn't worth it. 

MG: He wasn' t worth it, but 1 don 't know. I've got a nice interesting set ofletters 

between him and Randolph in which he is very critical about ARM and anyway thafs 

neither here nor there. 

Okay so we have covered that. Now I'm going to jump around a little bit Hi llary. 

When you went to Oxford and Cambridge, why have I got entry to Oxford and 

Cambridge? 

HC: I went to Oxford but J did the entrance exams for Cambridge. 

I did the entrance exams in 1960 and gone off at the end of 1960. 

MG: The accident? When was Ronnie's accident? 

HC: '61. 

MG: It was '61, while you were away. 

BC: No, I had come back for the summer. 

MG: Can you give me a bit about the accident, he was on the bike? 

RC: No, it was not a bike accident. We hitchhiked down to bis sister's 21$' 

birthday party in Newcastle. 

MG: ls that where his family was in Newcastle? 

RC: What was left of it? I mean he only had a sister he dido 't have anybody eJse. 
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His Mom had died before I met him and his father died before that. So we 

went to bis sister's 21 st birthday party and we got a lift back, we hitchhiked and got 

a lift in a convey van with two guys who were drinking all the way. I mean they 

were just pnlling back the beer and the new road, which I have, since been on 

between Johannesburg and Newcastle is a very good road, but the old Toad was a 

very bad windy road and had a very sharp drop and a cliff. I mean there was this 

cliff going up one side and this drop down into the valley and basically we were 

driving far too fast aod I do remember either Ronnie or I saying, "this is a bit 

scary". But they were drunk and the guy who was driving completely lost control of 

the van and it bit the cliff face on. I mean the alternative was we could have gone 

over the cliff, which would have meant we would have all been dead. The road was 

wet a nd tires were bald and the impact of the front of the car into the cliff through 

open the back doors and I was thrown back into the back of the van, but Ronnie 

was thrown right out into the road and his. legs were very badly smashed. 

MG: What an awful experience. And then you took to the Newcastle Hospital? 

BC: Not to Newcastle, we went to Fox Ross, which didn't have either the proper 

x-ray equipment or anything to kind of deal with the extent of his injuries. 

MG: And do you think that lead to the later problems? 

HC: Oh! definitely. He couldn't be moved for certainly a couple of days and what 

happened was that my father was at the Public Health Service arranged for an 

ambulance to come down and pick him up and took us back. 

MG: Were you badly concussed? 



BC: I was concussed and I had broken my collarbone. So I was much less badly 

hurt than Ronnie. Ronnie was in a terrible state. 

MG: He must have been in a lot of pain? 

BC: I do remember him screaming in the road and he was screaming him when 

they lifted him into the ambulance and they just didn't have the equipment in Fox 

Ross. He was extremely lucky to survive that trip. He was lucky on a number of 

counts. My father was able to pull the strings and got him into the Job burg 

General. By the time they got him into the Joh burg Gen he'd got what is called 

Hattyembalism, which is where parts of the bone marrow, because the bone was 

splintered, part of the bone marrow actually entered the blood stream so your whole 

system is poisoned. 

MG: He must have been in hospital for months? 

HC: Yes, he was for over a year. 

MG: You ' re kidding, over a year? And you were married? 

UC: No we weren't married. And but they actually couldn't operate on his leg 

because of the extent of the damage and the fact they hadn't been able to do 

anything straight away. They really were just trying to keep in alive J think. 

So by the time they got to try and put bis head back together again it was fairly late. 

There was a whole number of bone grafts and skin grafts it was a terrible time. 

MG: What a shame. 

BC: And be went back into hospital and back and forth and back and forth. 

MG: He had a lot of operations. 

HC: Yes, and also when he came to England. 
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MG: And he was in pain for many years after that. 

HC: Yes, he was really always in pain. 

MG: Poor guy, no wonder the drinking started. 

BC: Yes, he bad enormous back pain, and because his one leg was this much 

shorter than the other, they built a shoe up for him. But basically where his leg had 

been shattered, they weren't able to mend it properly aod they kind of pulled it 

together with metal pins and things. 

MG: And the techniques in those days were rather crude by today's standards. 

What a shame. 

Sorry to move away from that drama. You·re Anglo-American when you worked 

for them. The date would be '61 /'62? 

HC: When I came back from Oxford. 

The accident was in August or September and I was due to go back to 

Oxford. I was only on holiday and my parents put me on a plane and said back you 

go. And I really couldn't back it. I was sort of so traumatized by the whole thing 

and so unable to settle down in Oxford and work properly. I was very concerned 

about Ronnie and I was getting quite sort of worrying letters from people, 

purported to be friends. "'If you don't come back you are losing your boyfriend" 

sort of thing and "bow can you be such a bitch". It was all part of the kind of late 

50's early 60's was about. Girls shouldn't be pursuing their own career and all that 

sort of nonsense. which is what my mother desperately. wanted me to do, she 

wanted me to get a degree and be a person. But anyway. what I did was to get 
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When you refer to Tony in the previous tape it must be Tony True. 

Let's just stop a moment on True since I don·t know him. 

Impressions, what's he like? 

I know he had parents who worked hard to get his sentence reduced. 

HC: Tony True, as I had s-aid I bad known from school, because he was my 

friend's cousin. He was absolutely a super guy. 

MG: Really 

HC: Very, very shy. Very thoughtful. lie went to England and I remember him, 

I'm not sure why be went back to England because we didn't have any sort of 

relationship which was Jike boy girl relationship, but we did seem to be friends, I 

can't remember why. He came from an extremely wealthy family and what was 

quite interesting about him going to Britain was that he would sort of live on a three 

pence a day. He was sort of testing himself to see if he could survi,•e in a very 

different way. Came back to Vitz and I'm not sure ,iust the order of things, but b~ 

was in a very very bad car accident. 

MG: Oh! that's right. 

BC: And bis face was totally smashed up. The interesting to me always about 

Tony, was that he was such a good-looking guy, he refused to have plastic surgery. 

He was in many ways a very acidic person; you were going to like him for who he 

was and not for what he looked like. 

MG: And he didn' t look great after the accident. 

HC: He looked terrible and his face is still sort of squashed. And I remember him 

referring to aquiline nose and high cheekbones. His nose was sort of smashed. I 
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think I admired that hugely. I thought he was quite spectacularly special not to get 

caught up in all that stuff. And he came and talked to us about wanting to be a part 

of things. 

MG: So he approached you. 

BC: That's my memory of it. That be was putting out feelers. He must have 

known in some ways from something she said that we might know that he could talk 

to. 

MG: 1 don' t' think he was a member of the Liberal Party. 

BC: No, I don't think so; he decided he wanted to do something. I can't actually 

remember the order of things. I think he may have then gone down to Cape Town 

University to be in touch with Mike. 

MG: 1 think that's where he got involved. I don't know whether he was in any actions 

either, but you must have sent him down there because he was tried in Cape Town. 

HC: But I think he was at Cape Town University and Mike was down there 

already. 

MG: 1 think that ·s where he tied up to. 

So, that was Tony, who obviously made a lifetime commitment to the 

antiapartheid struggle after that. 

HC: Yes. I actually stayed friends with Tony in England. 

MG: What was he domg'? Was working for Antiaparthejd or something like that? 

RC: Well, first of all when be came out of jail he went to Oxford and he got a 

Philosophy degree. 

MG: Ph.D. or 
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HC: No, an undergraduate. 

MG: PPS 

HC: A , ,ery good guy. Then he got a job at Norwich, be was a Lecturer in 

Philosophy. He married and they had children and lived in Norwich and then he 

decided to give it all up, even though it was sort of a tenured with a reasonable 

salary and came to work for DNA. Not antiapartheid on some - I mean, that sort of 

acetic thing of managing on the osmoses of the day, which I remember about him. 

You could buy a osmoses for a penny and you could live on it. 

MG: And his family sort of went along with him? 

HC: He split up with bis wife for a bit and then went back to her. She was a very 

nice woman. 

MG: English, J suppose. 

RC: No, she was a Capetownian, but she was Scandinavian to my recoJlection. 

MG: And then obviously he must have gotten very close to the ANC because 

HC: Through DNA. 

MG: I'm glad Tasked you about that. 

The next question was Flo at Vitz. with Hillary Claire. Now what am l interested 

in there? I think we have covered that. 

HC: Flo met Mike Schneider through us basically 

MG: Maybe it comes up later? She was technically a member of the ARM right? 

HC: I don't think so. She was arrested because she was the person in Mike's flat 

when they were looking for Mike. 

MG: And when be walked out, when he went to the back door 
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HC: Well, he hid and in fact Flo was the one who they got. 

MG: I had heard that he went to the front door and the said "We want Mike Schneider·· 

and he said oh! f' ll get him and then walked out the back door and disappeared. Is that a 

true story? 

HC: I think that may mock. The story I beard was that he went to go to his flat 

and saw the Police there and never actuaUy went to the flat at all. 

MG: And then she was picked up. Do you know how long she was in? Can you 

recall? 

HC: Not exactly. 

MG: Because I don' t she even appeared at any of the trials. 

BC: She wasn't a member of the ARM that I ever remember of. 

MG: I don't think she was, couJdn ' t have been. 

RC: Of course, she knew everybody. 

MG: Yes, now that's interesting, because I think it was a question of whether she had 

talked to the Police and named names. I haven't followed that up. That's quite a thing to 

follow up. 

HC: J mean Flo won't tell you that clearly. But Mike would. 

MG: That's very interesting, I've got to give Mike a call 

HC: They made things with clocks. 

MG: I think Denis was a bit of a clock maker as was clearly Ronnie. 

BC: Ronnie was a physical chemist; I mean be knew what he was doing. Ronnie 

was an extremely practical man. He could build a bike, be could build a bomb. 
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MG: Talking about that, lef s just stop for a minute. Ronnie comes from this funny 

family in a rural, very small coal mining town of Natal. What made him Political? 

Was it Vitz and the whole strnggle against? You remember the open University's 

Campaign was very strong and it politicized a lot of people between 1956 and 1960 _ You 

know we had the big marches, we had the strikes, we had the academic freedom 

committee. I don ' t know whether it touched your life, but it affected a lot of people at 

Vitz_ 

HC: Yes, but he wasn't at Vitz then. He was at Peter Merritsburgh (?) 

MG: Oh! T dictn·t know that. 

HC: Yes, he got a scholarship. He's a clever, poor boy. 

MG: So after high school he went to PMB for his science degree. 

HC: Yes, be got scholarships au the way through. And what happened bis mother 

looked in the paper to see what kind of support she could get. And what she 

discovered is the Mines were basically paying for people to do Bess's if they would 

then come and work in the Mines. He did, be went and worked, J can't remember 

which mine it was. And that's what he was doing in Johannesburg, but basically he 

had been at PMB and why was be politicized? 

r think he was in a way a bit like me; he looked around him as a child and said, 

' 'what's going on here". l mean they were living on the edge of in fact an Indian 

Community, rather than a Black Community. Because they were so poor, they were 

very marginalized people within the town. What he also told me was that his father 

kind of came and went but certainly bad a Black com moo law wife who he took 

Ronnie to visit 



MG: Oh' Really. 

HC: Yes. When he was a child. And be always had this thing about ••some of my 

family are out there beyond Newcastle, were mixed race". He was a complete 

outsider in the community he grew up in. He read absolutely voraciously. He kind 

of thought it for himself. There are people like that. 

MG: A self made man in a way. Yes. 

HC: But he had many, many friends who were very conventional Africaoos. He 

spoke perfect Africaoce having grown up in a place where it was spoken. 

MG: But he didn' t go back! 

HC: No we only went back for his sister's birthday. 

It was a one of. We didn't go back to Newcastle. Hated it. 

MG: So his Africano friends would have been at Vitz? 

HC: No, he just knew people who were Africa nos and he spoke Africaoce and he 

had the capacity to stay friends with people he wanted to know in a way. 

MG: So after PMB he went to Vitz for his higher educations, MA and Ph.D. 

HC: Well he went to the Mines and that's where he bad a job. 

MG: Did he actually work in the Mines? 

UC: Yes, he did, he was working as a Chemist. I can't remember which mine, as 

l didn't know him in those days. But then they gave him a scholarship to do his 

Ph.D. 

MG: For of course the Mines would have done that for some of the Chemical and other 

Engineers. 

HC: So be was living in Finns and be got his Ph.D. 
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And he knew Denis; I mean Denis was in the Math Department. Eric was in 

Physics. 

MG: Barouche actually taught me when I did first year medicine, it was the first thing I 

went to and then 1 did so badly at the end of it, I went underground and worked on the 

mines for awhile. Any that's neither hear nor there. Let me just look at the next one, 

Hugh, what did we do? I'm sorry J was just taking very bad notes at this point. Knew 

Hugh from school, youth codes, took very seriously to protect each other. My suspicion 

is that that question is more along the lines of: Where are we going? I think at one point 

you said in the original tape "we sort of had a sense that this was coming to an end" that 

we had a sense that we-were under some danger or something like that. I was wondering 

anything ringing a bell? 

HC: Yes, it does, but I don't know what it has to do with Hugh? 

MG: Yes, that's my question too. What do we do? 

HC: I know they were making plans to leave the country. 

MG: Before July 8th
. 

HC: Yes, they invoke having maps and trying to work out a route. I'd sent money 

to England and we knew it was going to end. There was no way it couldn't end. 

MG: Interesting though, that you suddenly had that feeling. But you were all under 

huge pressure, too. 

HC: I guess one sort of knew that you couldn't live that sort of life forever, and 

something would have to give. 

MG: The emotional tensions were huge. I mean Ronnie was feeling them, Hugh was 

feeling them. Alright I'll move on. 1 should never take notes in bed. Okay. 
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You said I wasn·t a Liberal and I wasn ' t a member of the Communist Party and I 

wouldn' t have been. Have you got both of them down? 

HC: I think so. 

MG: And you said l wouldn 't have ever been a Liberal Can you elaborate on that? 

Remember, l think you were sort of talking about being a Social Democrat more. 

HC: I wasn't a Social Democrat either. 

MG: Or you didn't like the Liberal Party perhaps. 

HC: I did not dislike the Liberal Party. J mean if we are talking about hindsight 

and things like then. I knew a number of people with the Liberal Party. One of my 

very cJose friends Birdie live is Miseria and I went to Miseria and met the Duncan ts. 

And of course I knew Jack Lusen very well. So ( wouldn't say that I was hostile to 

Liberal Politics, but I think even at that age I kfod of the got the difference between 

Socialism and Liberalism and when I said I wouldn't have been a Liberal, it's 

because l actually have always seen the difference. But the interesting thing about 

the ARM is we never talked about it. 

MG: I think that's so fascinating. 

UC: \Vhen we hit London and people started to actually get into what's our 

Political Ideology where are we going? That the cassimns just blew open between 

people. 

MG: And you can remember meetings where those cassimns appeared. 

HC: In London, yes. Especially at the Burnham's house. They were casual, 

because there wasn't any organization anymore. It was people who were exiles, 



getting together and it became very plain to me that if we had had to stay in South 

Africa work on some political platform, certain of us would have to break away. 

MG: It is interesting, did I tell you that Neville Rubin remembers a discussion at the 

Burhman·s where Michael Wade was, and apparently Michael Wade was fairly purist 

Socialist and they were talking about possibly having a platform I think and Wade said 

"and what did we agree on" and Neville said something like "What about a Liberal 

Democracy" or something like that and Wade said "Well do we believe in Liberal 

Democracy" and Neville said" If that's the case buck him" but 1 don't want to have 

anything to do with that, with anybody who doesn ,t believe in that kind of democracy. 

So, 1 wonder if that is the kind of meeting you might have been thinking of? 

H.C: I think so, whether Mike Wade was there or not, I certainly never wasn't. 

Because I didn't know Neville at the Burbmao's he wasn't part of, but I think what 

happened was that Oxford, because J was reading (683), _________ and 

because of the friends that I had at Oxford, I had started on some difference. The 

politics that came out of South Africa, which was very black and white, gives you 

the analogy. I mean I was also growing up. l wasn't 17 anymore, and 1 was 

beginning to realize that politics wasn't just being against something; it was actually 

about having some kind of goal. 

MG: Interesting though, that you can actually ... this may be so hard to remember, but 

you remember more than one meeting, or not meeting but gathering. 

HC: It was a gathering because the Burman's came for me my substitute friends. 

They were very, very nice to me. They were nice to my kids, "e spent a lot of time 

with them and so a lot of discussions. 



MG: Okay that is a very interesting point; even if you can 't remember the specifics, I 

think it is absolutely fascinating. 

HC: But I think it would be true of Ronnie as well. I mean Ronnie was not a 

Liberal. 

MG: He would have been more a socialist; he would call himself a Socialist. 

HC: If be was going to call himself anything, he had fixations and aversions 

towards Communism. 

MG: But he would never have thought of joining the CP. In South Africa. 

RC: No. I don't think so. But be wouldn't have joined the Liberal Party either. 

MG: It was quite interesting that an umbrella organization formed with alJ this __ _ 

group of people. rn come back to this other thing about women in organization, which 

was very interesting that you raised in the other one. Keep resistance, that was an 

interesting point but I can leave that because r think we have covered that. Remember 

you made the point that "we are not trying to be another ANC, we are trying to keep the 

Resistance alive". 

BC: I think that people like me and I suspect Ronnie also knew, that because our 

names were no ooe, we were nobody. Nobody knew and we could actually do quite 

a lot before they start to find us and that's in a sense you asked why did we know 

that the time was up. Because things like that which is about "they don't know you, 

but they are going to get to know you" always has a time. 

And somebody like Schneider, I mean nobody bad heard of Schneider, who was he? 

MG: That's right, he'd never been active in student politics or anything like that. 



HC: In a sense that was something we were maintaining and that was quite 

difficult Because, people like you, you know you didn't know me at all. But people 

like you were trying to enlist people like me and I said no way thank you, the same, 

as I wouldn't let my parents, it was all part of a protecti,1e screen we put on. 

MG: Yes, it was very effective the way you did that as well. Well intentioned. 

HC: WeJJ it could only last for a bit. And it is interesting because someone like 

Adrian was well known, the Police actually would know bis name, he was the one 

that got blown. 

MG: I know, that's a whole other story, about above ground people going undergrounci 

Now here' s a crucial thing Hillary. We' ve talked about the question of the list of 

warnings when you sat a Rosemary' s place. A list of people who needed to be warned 

including the applicant, so we can drop that. But at some point you say "l want to get 

back to this, and I asked about this a little earlier, where Harris said to Ronnie and Hugh. 

Ronnie came back to you and said "Harris wants to go a bit further than us". What did he 

mean by that? 

HC: I don't know, I actually don't remember saying it to you. 

MG: You said it in the tape that Ronnie came back and said that, but it is quite 

interesting because. 

HC: I know be was very freaked out by that meeting. 

MG: With Harris. Interesting, I wonder if Harris was starting to say, ' 'we may have to 

go all the way with an organization like this" 

BC: Hugh might remember. 
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MG: rll ask Hugh, but it is interesting isn ' l it when you think that ultimately, July 8th 

Hugh and Ronnje looking for Harris, we've done that. Fluer we've talked about. Oh! 

little tiny point. You mentioned V.W. is waiting outside your place? Was that, was !hat 

because the cops were using VW's? 

Oh! the guy you went to Botswana w1th, now his name was Fish Simukuloo? 

HC: Cbitimukuloo, I think that's it. 

MG: That's good enough. And he was ANC as welt he was Just helping everybody. 

At one point you refer to an organization known as VSO. 

HC: That's the V ____________ Organization; it sends the 

centralized signature people over. They were Americans actuully who were on the 

Peace Corps. 

MG: There's a point there that you talk about Norman and Ronnie and I think you are 

partly talking about Ronnie Caswells at one point. Who would Norman have been? 

HC: Norman, he was a sympathizer. 

Dr. who became an artist. 

MG: Roome Much knew. 

HC: He came and stayed in the house, but where we lived we squatted this house 

and Caswells came and lived there. I thiJ1k he had been at school with Norman. 

J think it was a case that nobody is going to look for Norman. 

MG: Okay. Then we covered Tony True, I've got Tony True recruits them. ? no you 

recruil Tony True. 

RC: Yes. 



MG: No agreement on politics in England, we' ve covered that and we' ve covered the 

issue of Flo talking wbich was amazing actually. I've got to find out the dates of her 

incarceration. 

HC: Yes. you do. J mean what happened when Mike reached Johannesburg 

(Weiss) we said "Flo is talking now. 

MG: Oh! ReaJly. 

HC: None of us are safe. 

Second Side of Tape: 

MG: Now that's very interesting. So he ran once he knew that she .. 

HC: The way that Ronnie and I sort of rationalized it, because we talked about it. 

Was that the purpose of the thing was that it was a short-term thing, keeping the 

thing alive, the resistance alive. It wasn't trying to be the New ANC. Whatever was 

going to come from the Black Community would come in the mean time somet hing 

cou Id be done. 

MG: Now Bourke 

________________ (09 _____ maybe you could take a 

look at that and r11 take a look and if I can send that to you as well in his autobiography 

on this, he talks about having contact mainly because he was back at HUD with a group 

called the African Freedom Movement who were dissident ANC Youth Leaguers and he 

said there were about three or four maybe a few more Africans from this group who did 

liaise with ARM and who allegedJy did carry out some actions. There was a whole 

ambiguity around it. Do you remember any contact with Africans? 
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Cape Town, it was the night that he'd stolen his Uncle's credit cards, Impersonated 

his uncle and got strajght through all the road blocks with people sitting there 

apparently with his photograph. You remember be was called the ••scarlet 

pimpernel". Be just went through all these people who were looking for him and be 

arrived at our place, He was very shaky indeed and again maybe scared. But what 

he said was everybody's going to get blow up and it's time to go. 

MG: rt was the night of? 

HC: July 8th
• What l did was left my (54) sounds like Canal place? And I walked 

up to Fitz to took for Ronnie's motorbike. And 1 found it outside which was what I 

expected because (56 ____________ he used a car. Because Hugh 

wouldn't go on the back of the motorbike. I don't know why he wouldn't. So I left 

a note on the bike which was saying the ••the dog is sick''. 

MG: Now they were looking for Harris at this point? 

Independently they bad not seen Mike at this point. 

HC: No they bad gone to have a meeting with him. The dog is sick, come back 

with the car sol can take the dog to the vet. Knowing that there was no dog, the dog 

had run away and realizing we needed a car for something. I guess he'd put 

something together because we couldn't take three of us on a motorbike. Which 

was exactly what he did, because when be got back to his motorbike, he didn't 

actually come in to our place. What he remembers seeing the Volkswagens outside? 

Although I didn't see them. 

Hugh went back to bis own place. 

MG: Hugh saw this message as well? 



BC: No 1 don't think so I think it was only just Ronnie. We went to a phone box 

in a sort of hidden field. Strange, biding in a field because it was very cold. Ronnie 

went and phoned Hugh and he said he must come and pick up Mike and it was time 

to go. 1 packed up a few things and Hugh came and picked up Mike near where we 

lived, it was just a bit of waste grounds and Bugh came and took Mike and Ronnie 

and I went on the bike. And l can't remember the exact order, but l know that they 

went through the list of people that they must warn, but these Africans that they 

couldn't get on the phone and they were really worried because somebody bad gone 

down to (81 _____________ _, and some were on the road. 

MG: Someone who knew the Africans? 

HC: Yes. 

MG: Or an African? 

BC: Yes, there was something like that. A conversation or something, 1 can't 

remember. 

MG: Now Ronnie knew about the African, Hugh knew about the African and 

Rosemary did as well. Okay. 

HC: And Hugh came and Bugh didn' t believe that they were interested. He went 

back to work again. 

MG: 1 remember him telling us something about the thought that he was very torn 

about it and be knew somehow that he was taking a risk when he shouldn' t have. 

BC: What be also told me, that he believe be should be punished. His Christian 

conscience actually comes to the fore. Ronnie and I went the following morning to 

Botswana. 
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MG: You went back to his flat. 

UC: Yes. 

MG: You stayed over at Rosemary' s? 

HC: Yes, tried to sleep. There were a quite a Jot of us there. 

MG: Who else was at Rosemary's? 

HC: Rosemary's boyfriend was there (whoever be was). She was already 

separated from Ernie. 

MG: Yes, l remember that. Who was he? 

HC: Because, I wrote a letter to my Mother and I know that he was going to take 

it and post it after we had gone. 

Jen? Not the one she is married to now? 

MG: No, no, Rosemary' s had some pretty bizarre relationships, including one with the 

Policeman who arrested her. She was either interested in Hugh or Hugh was the 

boyfriend at one point. 

RC: No, Hugh was separated. Hugh came, Ronnie and I left about six io 

morning. We knew which way we were going to go and we were djfferent. On a 

bike we bad lots more flexibility. I've got a passport because I was actuaJly 

(111 _________ and for the border we entered from it and go straight 

through which is what we did. But I handed in my Bush passport for the guy to 

check and Ronnie in fact had a South African passport, but because we'd been 

planning, the guy went to check it and came back and seemed to be a bit agitated so 

we just went straight through the barrier, with the customs group screaming behind 

us. 
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MG: Pretty bold and pretty smart too. 

HC: What else do you do? Hugh went back to work, Mike and Rosemary went 

Swaziland. which you know about I'm sure. But as you know Mike escaped from 

Swaziland. 

RC: When we got over the border, we went to the Police whatever the town was 

and asked for political asylum. 

MG: And they were decent? 

HC: Yes, yes they were. I mean they finger printed us. 

MG: But they were used to South Africans starting to come over at that point. 

HC: And we went into a shop and we said where•s Fish? And people directed us 

into the township. He wasn't there, but his wife was and they looked after us for 

three or four days. 

MG: So did you have to tell them or give them a code word or something? Or did you 

say listen, we are from South Africa and we are on the run from the Police. 

HC: We said, we'd been told to Jook for you, and they just took us in. 

MG: You didn' t say Adrian told us or Mark told us? 

HC: No. 

MG: They were South Africans I take it? 

BC: No, they were Botswana. 

Fish came back a day or two later. The wife and those people in hospice 

were incredibly hospitable but not really able to communicate much with us. 

English came back and talked to hiro and he was the one who told us 

(148 __________ We had got some money. In putting together what 
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we would take, rd taken from the post-office books and anything and J got a tiny bit 

of withdrawal. But when my mother tried to get anything else they had locked it. 

And we were sitting in a pub and who should roam in, but the boyfriend of one of 

my friends, who said you can't stay here it's dangerous; I'll take you to France('?). 

So we gave our bike to the people we were staying with as a thank you. We were 

worried about it, because you can't get through Botswana on a motorbike. So we 

left our big bike with them and went off with Sky E rleck who was a schoolteacher. It 

was holidays so he put us up in a school. Why I'm telling you this is because it is in 

Ronnie's book and the story isn't quite right, it's a bit like it. We (167-------

(170 

MG: Who were interested in the ARM people running? 

HC: Yes, and you know ____________________ _ 

And then saying well if you don't talk we'll make it up and say whatever we like. 

MG: Reporters would say that? 

BC: Yes. And then you read about what they said about you and ... 

MG: Might as well have made it up anyway. 

HC: Yes. But we didn't talk to them. 

MG: These were International reporters or 

HC: Johberg people. But we never talked to them anyway. Which is why so 

much of this is so peculiar. But I think what was also scary because we didn' t talk 

they got photographs. They've got a photograph of me and I don't know where 

they got it. My parents wouldn't give it to them. But some of it was wrong but some 
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of it was right. Anyway what was in the vigilante was never quite right and you 

may have heard this. 

MG: No I've never beard any of this. 

BC: The news was that we were staying at the White house which is where the 

South African refugees stayed, but all the South Africans refugees were black that 

stayed there. We, because we were privileged white people were staying at the 

school. They blew up the white part (187/189 ___________ _ 

And this was supposed to be in retaliation. 

MG: And luckily nobody was injured. 

BC: But what the Botswana Officials called us in and said we can't protect you 

and we don't really want you in our town, please go, and they arranged for us to be 

flown out with the Dr. So virtually the next day we were put on tbe plane with the 

flying doctor. 

MG: Who,s the flying doctor? 

RC: It's an official who goes around, South African pilot, going on about these 

bloody South Africans and what do you know, treacherous and all the rest of it 

___________ • But you don't know do you. 

MG: Where did they fly you? 
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HC: They flew us up to the border; hetd been given orders. Be stopped at Nam 

(?) and I remember him getting very drunk at the bar in Nam where he had to drop 

off somebody and going on again what he'd do if he got hold any----

Who were blowing up the stations etc? But anyway he took us right up to the 

Border, and went into the immigration person there who was straight out of 

"Graham Green" completely bushwhacker and complete nutso. And he pulled out 

his pistol and shot back door open, because a rabid dog had bitten his wife and his 

wife said you've got to excuse he's ready to shoot anything with -------

four legs. The whole thing was completely bizarre. And we tried desperately to get 

him to give us a visa to leave, which he wouldn't. I mean he just so bureaucratic. 

MG: Even though the Official had sent you off in his plane. 

BC: You know these guys have absolute power on the ground. So I think we 

were going up to Lorry driver whose lorry was going to be taken on the Ferry and 

we got in the back. You can do a lot if you are 21 years old. And so we got taken 

over and when got to the other side we did the same thing, you know present 

ourselves, we were taken into Livingston and on the trolley and presented ourselves 

to the immigration people and there wasn,t aoy particular problem. They were not 

going to arrest us or send us back. Then I sort of remember we were trying to get 

To (233 _________ because Denis was there. Denis had actually been 

moved up Holly. What we didn't know that Denis had been kidnapped. It's a crazy 

story; it sounds like some idiot fiction. 

MG: It sounds bizarre. 

RC: It is bizarre. We didn't know this. (238 _____________ _ 
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MG: That's the first time I' ve ever heard of that. 

HC: You stand where it is actually slowing down and you literally hitch. So they 

let us on and put us in the (241 _________ . We didn't have any money 

or anything. (243 ______________________ _ 

_______________ totally uncomfortable on our way to Lusaka 

from Livingston and arrived there really quite early in the morning, quite hungry 

and quite tired. Again went straight into the Embassy (British) and announced had 

they got some kind of registry for South African citizens because we had been 

looking for Denis Yates. An incredibly high-ranking British Official who told us 

Denis had been kidnapped met us and there was a warrant out for our arrest. 

MG: A South African Warrant. 

BC: Yes. And what I had done ou the train is that I bad told (J can't remember 

her name) I told her my name was Helen McKenzie, which was actually a girl that I 

went to school with. 1 happened to know that she didn't live in South Africa 

anymore s-0 that there was sort of any problem for her. Somebody told me later that 

this is the sort of thing people do, they use their own initials almost maliciously. 

So when this British Official asked he said which are you Hillary Much or Helen 

McKenzie, [ was damned. But they said it had gone right through to the highest 

level 

(266 ________________________ _ 



So they put us in a smart boteJ. This is from the sublime to the ridiculous. We 

suddenly found ourselves in dirty clothes, no change of clothes and everybody eJse 

dressed for dinner!! We spent the night there, went for dinner, ordered a bottle of 

wine. The following morning a man came in a big Mercedes, his name was Frescht 

Amakudoo, and he was a Chief and he worked _________ and he was 

going to drive us out. He did, none stop. We had to go all the way round because 

there was trouble at the border some woman ---------------

Because we couldn't go the quick way. And he put us down, he was a magnificent 

driver and the one thing we didn't have on any part of this journey was a mirror. I 

had no idea, 1 could see what Ronnie looked like, but J couldn't see what I looked 

like. And we were dumped on the Border of 

(292. __________________________ and 

we walked over the border. We waited till night and we just kind of crawled our 

way through the fence and we walked down to ______________ it 

will come back to me I forget the names of some of these places. And again went to 

the Police and they put us in jail. 

MG: Not as warm as the Kowundos. 

RC: Not as warm, but because they were much more kind of on the board about 

it. Didn't know or actually didn ' t believe us. And what they did was wire up to 

_________ the ANC. And that took several days and they were very nice 

to us in jail. Yes, it's the only time I've ever been in .iail. They eventually let us out. 

We went to a safe house in ----------
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___ (310 I'm sure the name will come back, I can,t remember. The interesting 

thing about it was the house had no South Africans it had a Jot of 

(312 _____________ _ 

Who were waiting for 

(313 ____________________ ? 

And really dangerous people who, when they got drunk, which they did, we just 

locked ourselves in our room. They were scary. I actually knew they had murdered 

people (318 ________________________ _ 

________________________ but they were very 

quiet, it was only when they were drunk. 

And one of them always did our ironing and even our laundry. It was his pride and 

joy to good ironing and do our clothes. 

MG: To do good ironing when he wasn ·t firing a sub-machine gun. 

HC: Then a local Catholic Priest. We were there for quite awhile and wandered 

around and we were taken to a Catholic Priest and he lent us the money to get down 

to so he cooked for us. And went to the ANC. ---------
Mag11us a bit missing in here. Very low speaking alld I just cou/dn 't make it oul 
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MG: Did he ask who the ARM was? 

HC: He seemed to know. And from then on they put us up. Eleanor was there 

Ronnie was up in the country. I knew Ronnie anyway from remember I told you we 

stayed in his house along the sea? Norman and Ronnie had been school friends. 

MG: That's interesting because he grew up in tbe Oval. 

HC: And Mohammad, there were a number of people who were staying in the 

house. 

And you asked me about Fitz, the two who I do remember in the politics were the 

two (350) _____ brothers. 

MG: Yes, J met them in '92 when I went back. 

HC: And I think she lived with one of my friends here a Marie Davis, whose a 

English, but J kind of met up again through 

MG: Yes I know they are of course very active in the govenunent now, particularly 

Aziz. 

Let me just get back . Was there any talk at that time when you were back in South 

Africa liason with the underground ANC or with Onkontoo and so on? 

HC: There didn't seem to be. I think he didn't know. We talked about it but at 

least Ronnie and me didn't know. 



MG: And there wasn't any talk about linking with the ANC at that time 

Were you ever involved m recruiting anybody? 

BC: No 

MG: You recruited Tony? Oh! No he approached you. 

RC: Tony approached us. 

MG: And then of course when he went to Cape Town. someone m Cape Town. 

HC: We sent him to Mike. 

MG: Yes l was interested in your whole reaction to what Harris did. l mean you were 

now in Botswana land l mean you must have been shocked. And do you remember 

talking about the evidence for this and the fear that you should have anticipated it. Or did 

Ronnie ever think that? 

BC: Part of our idealism and lack of fear was to think that we could keep doing 

this and it was ridiculous. 

MG: Yes eventually. 

HC: It was never any part that I understood of AR.i'\1 policy. 

MG: No, you would have some very serious thoughts about it 

HC: Ronnie and Hugh were the last people to see John. 

MG: But this Ann Zwersk1 did doesn't appear in any ofh1s roots. 

Jenn? But that was the story that it was Ann who John was in contact with and might 

have given him some ideas about terrorism and talking about the re levance and design of 

struggle in But that doesn't ring a bel (') 

BC: I never met them. 



r know Ronnie was ,•ery shocked. And it bad been very clear that they shouldn't do 

things like that. But what he and Hugh had done I think is they sensed, whatever is 

happening we can't go on, and it may be a key to the carryon from there~ 

MG: Who said that? 

HC: Ronnie said to me that be and Hugh had talked to John about that. 

MG: Saying that you may have to carry on. Yes l have heard that story. And that 

somehow he then interpreted this. ls there any question of ever you getting guns? 

RC: No. 

MG: Was there any sort of formal training that was given beyond what Ronnie did? 

Did anyone come up and say these are guerrilla tactics or these are explosive tactics? 

It was fairly amateurish then. 

HC: It was very effective, when you think about sabotage and so on. 

MG: It was amazing, it really was. 

HC: Ronnie was an extremely good shot. He'd actually been a champion 

marksman. And if anybody was going to be interested in any property, he might 

have been. 

MG: Do you remember who stored your explosives? 

HC: No, they were stored in somebody's garage or warehouse they weren't in 

anybodies house. 

MG: Any question of money come up? Was there any question of contributing some 

of your salaries? 

HC: No, only when l met Myrtle in England did I realize that the money had 

come from abroad. 
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MG: What political point of view did you come from then? 

RC: I guess its if we had been asked to define ourselves, which nobody asked us to 

do we would have said -~quite radical socialists". 

MG: Why don' t we go on to what happened when you came here, because l think they 

did try and keep sotne sort of an organization going for awhile, but I think it split up. 

HC: What happened is that Ronnie and l when got _______ oo way 

had we found our home. I mean you asked about the attempt to make contact with 

ANC people and sort of not knowing how to. I think we were both thought very 

comfortable among ANC people. Much clearer about our role 

(473 ________________________ whicb 

Africans were the dominant group. I think we were both terribly conscious about it, 

white middle class educated, intelligent. At least Ronnie and I and what we were 

trying to do and why we did it, without tl'ying to blow it up.(482 - very low speakh1g 

/Jere Magnus 1 am missing a bit _________________ in that 

book. No. When we came here, for a bit Ronnie went almost immediately up to 

Aberdeen he'd been del'egistered by (491 ___________ and various 

Professors in power since they were no longer registered PhD. which actually left 

him with nothing after a great many years of working. In many ways if he'd been 

falling apart, which f think he was, in the year of two after actions. 

MG: So it was the pressure of the actions that was pushing and pulling him apart or 

other things? 

RC: Yes, I would say so. It was terribly stressful. When he got to England, the 

University we had a few friends there. He was completely thrown back. We had to 
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leave Tanzania because they said they couldn't look after us. We were going to go 

to Nigeria; we were looking for .iobs there. Nigeria and Ghana and then we had no 

time; they said you could go tomorrow. Not the ANC, the Tanzania Government. 

They were moving everybody out of Dar into the camp and if you weren't going to 

go into the camp you bad leave completely. We actually tried to get jobs in Dar 

because both of us had degrees and we thought we could. We couldn't get jobs in 

West Africa fast enough so we just went to England, which was awful for us. 

Suddenly. no degrees that were recognized and it was cold. Somebody called 

Arnold Clocker who lived in South Africa a South African a veteran in Medicine in 

Aberdeen University offered for him to come and Jive with them and he would get 

him registered. Which he did, be actually re-registered, not for a PhD. but back 

into MSc. They wouldn't even recognize his M.Sc., which he'd got. It was very 

bard on him. 

I mixed a bit with exile South Africans here. 

MG: What about particularly the Burhman, Vine. There 1s some story at one point a 

meeting with Michael Wade and Neville Rubin and 

HC: There may have been. 

Magnus: This appears to be all thar is 011 rite tape. 
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